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Executive Summary
By focusing on creating more sustainable, accessible and less
intimidating computers, Capsule Computers Ltd aims to break into
the computer market and change the paradigm of computer
usage.
This plan outlines the company identity, vision, strategic focus and
a plan of action for the company
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Mission Statement
Discarded computers and electronic devices are killing people in
the third world. Around 20 million tons of ewaste are created every
year and much of it is shipped of to the third world where harmful
chemicals leach out into the water supply or are burned letting of
toxic smoke. (ifixit,2014).
A large cause of this waste is a lack of understanding of computer
technology that prevents people from upgrading or repairing
computers and instead discarding them every 1-2 years resulting
in a wasteful, throw away culture.
Capsule Computers Ltd aims to challenge this with its own product
and by offering services to promote responsible computer use.
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Objectives
> Sell at least 5000 units within the first two years
> Differentiate from other computer manufacturers by offering a
more inclusive service that better fits users needs.
> Increase awareness of the impact of ewaste on the third world
and the link with computer usage cycles.
> Help educate customers on how they can make a computer last
long through upgrades and repairs vs disposal.
> Successfully Kickstarter fund-raise campaign the development
of the PCB’s (6 months), and cover some costs of equipment.
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Company Overview
Capsule Computers Ltd is a small computer design company
founded by Jamie Rolfe in November 2014. Its aim is to influence
the computer industry in some way towards more sustainable
product life cycles, through designs that are more accessible and
less intimidating.
Capsule Computers Ltd will be a part manufacturer of products
and provide its own distribution thus cutting out the middle men of
distributors and retailers. Certain components would have to be
externally manufactured and shipped in whilst some parts would
be manufactured in house.
For this Capsule Computers Ltd will need its own office space and
warehouse that will act as storage for inventory as well as room
for manufacturing of product.
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Industry Analysis
The desktop computer still has a solid footing with a core group of
users that benefit from the flexibility and longevity of the platform.
Professionals will continue to need workstations, and businesses will
need machines that can be upgraded or repaired en masse. There is
also the group of tinkerers as well as PC gamers whom continue to
want the features offered by the traditional desktops. (Ralph, 2012).
From an economic point of view, the desktop is still relevant.
Comparing two similarly featured systems, one desktop and one
notebook, the desktop solution will always be cheaper. More over a
traditional desktop will have more upgrade options than a notebook
alternative, that by current trends only component variation at purchase
is offered. (Briggs, 2010).
However it cannot be ignored that the growth of tablet and smart-phone
adoption has and will continue to cannibalise some of the PC market
share, key to this will be netbooks and some notebooks. (Epps, 2010).
This will not perhaps effect creative, professional and business users
whom require the desktops unique features, however for users whom
need only to do basic productivity tasks, this may indeed be the case. It
is again clear that it all comes down to choosing the best machine to
satisfy the users wants and needs. (Briggs, 2010).
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Shown in this graph are two curves
representing the change of technology
and relevance of tablets and PCs
throughout time. Some members of the
media believe that tablets and cloud
computing will be the future of computing
and desktops will become less and less
relevant.(Rosof, 2013).
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Simple

Capsule Computer System
The Capsule Computer System (henceforth referenced as CCS)
is the first product to be developed and sold by Capsule
Computers Ltd. CCS is a desktop computer system unlike any
other on the market, designed to be simpler to assemble and
maintain than traditional desktop computers.
Capsule Computers Ltd will also offer an Online purchasing
system that would provide customisation options. There will be no
selling of the product at retailers, like Dell whom pioneered the
model of skipping distributors and retailers by selling direct to the
consumer.
Capsule Computers Ltd will also offer a discounted upgrade
service that means if you send your old modules back to the
warehouse, you will receive a discount on the purchase of the new
one. This encourages the recycling of product through Capsule
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Competitive Advantage
CCS differentiates itself from other computers in the market
through the way it empowers users to upgrade their own computer
rather than discard it when it breaks or a part becomes obsolete.
The modules are easy to change by sliding them out, like books
on a bookshelf.

VS

The iconography, developed with users, is designed to be simple
and easy to understand. It is aimed to help educate users in what
each component does, especially when coupled with text. This is a
feature not found on other devices, where the hardware is
separated from the user and hidden away, as if taboo.
CCS is designed as a system rather than simply a computer, it
encompasses a shelf, speakers and computer hardware. This
means it can be used for other tasks such as storage of items on a
desk.

OPTICAL DRIVE

PSU
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Component Requirements
CCS is a complex product with a number of components. Some
will be manufactured in house e.g shelf,circuit boards, paint and
finishing. Where as other parts such as injection molded plastic
and cast aluminium will be outsourced as they are more expensive
and with only a small team it will not viable for the company.
Rather than invest in all the machinery needed for injection
molding all of the ABS plastic components and rubber components
will be outsourced. Some components such as the speakers and
modules will be painted and in the case of the modules milled in
house. Equipment will required for these tasks and will have to
purchased or leased.
Molding of the shelf from plywood will require a hydraulic press as
well as saws and sanding equipment. A milling machine is also
necessary for the slots in the shelf.

Shelf
Speaker/Filter Grill

Outer Brackets

Speaker Box
Modules

Manufactured in house
Backplate

Out-Sourced
Out-Sourced but finished in house

Rubber Feet
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Fabric Filter

Component Requirements
The backplate is a complex piece of hardware that interconnects
all the discreet modules. The main body of it needs to be injection
molded out of ABS plastic so will have to be outsourced. Fans in
the backplate will be purchased from another supplier along with
screws and magnets used in the fan filter.
The blanking connector pictured top right will need to be
outsourced. It consists of a cast silicone outer layer around a steel
plate. In the center is a pcb with an LED and two thunderbolt
connectors. The PCB (printed circuit board) would either be made
in house or outsourced to Intel depending on if the technology can
be licensed from Intel.
The PCB within the backplate will be manufactured in house
however the connector will need to be manufactured by Intel. This
is because of the complex and specialised nature of the
connectors and licensing of the Thunderbolt technology.
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Component Requirements
Red area indicates PCB location

The modules themselves are the core of the computer aspect of
CCS. Each individual component is constructed of two peices of
ABS injection molded plastic that encompass the hardware. The
front outer will have to be painted as per the customers order and
then through cnc milling with a roboarm to create the backlit logo
and text.
The bespoke hardware of the modules will have to be developed in
house. The plan is to kickstart the project to fund 6 months of
research and development on the hardware. A small team of
computer engineers will need to be employed to develop the
shrunk down PCB’s and provide quality control on them. The PCB’s
will be manufactured by CNC pick and place machines as the
accuracy and speed needed is only possible through these means.
The speakers are also manufactured through ABS plastic injection
molding, most work will be outsourced however if the customer
wants another colour it woul;d have to be painted in house.
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SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

- Unique product.
- Direct selling business model.
- Environmentally concious.
- Design & service promotes brand loyalty.
- Direct relationship with customer.
- Only computer manufacturer in NZ.

- Inexperienced.
- Brand ethos pushes against the grain of society for change.
- High startup costs and loans, at the mercy of kickstarter.
- NZ based business may struggle to make a mark on global
computer industry.
- Complex supplier chain.
- Possible difficulty with demand.

Opportunities

Threats

- Innovative and constantly developing market.
- Only computer manufacturer in NZ.
- Opportunity to change public perception on computer
use.

- Resistance to radically different designs and products.
- Better known brands pose a threat.
- Shrinking consumer PC market.
- Greater financial strenght of competitors
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Deployment Plan
The deployment of the CCS and future projects from Capsule Computers
Ltd is based around Dells direct distribution model. Rather than go through
distributors and retailers, Capsule Computers Ltd will sell direct to the
customer through a web service. Though this requires Capsule
Computers Ltd to have its own inventory storage, this is already the case
however as some manufacturing is required in house.
Though PCB’s are machined and soldered in house, components such as
processors, memory chips and others still need to be purchased from
suppliers such as Intel (Processors), Nvidia (Graphics processors),
Kingston (Memory) and Samsung (Storage, SSD and HDD). Deals will
have to be made in advance with these companies to make available
components. This will be organised during the first year whilst
development of the PCB’s is conducted.
In addition to the components coming from suppliers, raw material for the
shelves will arrive for manufacturing of the shelf as well as the injection
molded parts and Aluminium.

(Cronk, 2013)

Raw
Materials
Intel

Nvidia
Injection
Moulder

Kingston

Metal Works

Capsule
Computers Ltd

All parts will be assembled at the Capsule Computers Ltd warehouse
before being dispatched via courier to customer. Courier charges would be
worked out in advance with the courier company. Approx $5 per computer
sold.
In respect to the discount on return of old hardware policy, customers
would have to pay for the return courier cost.
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Customer

Samsung

Staffing
Capsule Computers Ltd will start with a small team. Though there
will be specialists, the small nature of the company would require
employees to help out with a number of tasks and be flexible in
their roles. Kickstarter funds would be in part used to pay for
wages over the 6 months of R&D.
This initial team would also share ownership of the company with
staff members becoming shareholders of the company. It is hoped
that the kickstarter campaign and marketing would attract
additional investment into the project.
Though J. Rolfe is CEO, he would also float around roles and help
out where needed. The small nature of the business will require
people to do work where needed, this would be outlined within the
contracts. Obviously this would only apply to tasks that can be
done without specialist skills.
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J.Rolfe - $30 hr
[CEO]

A.Harris - $30 hr
[Computer Engineer]

W.James - $30 hr
[Computer Engineer]

J.Allison - $25 hr
[Accounts]

S.Webster - $30 hr
R.Spiers - $25 hr
[Advertising]
[Workshop Technitian]

Assets
At the beginning of the business there will be no assets, only that
of intellectual property of the registered design. Following the
kickstarter campaign assets will be acquired in preparation of
manufacturing the product and setting up as base for services.
Though not an asset, it is worth noting the warehouse in which the
business is to be located. A 334 meter squared warehouse in
Palmerston North. Within this building will be all assets and the
headquarters for Capsule Computers Ltd.
Warehouse $35,000 per annum plus GST, payed monthly (1)
Outgoings Approx $6733.98 per annum
Assets that will need to be acquired include:
2x UR5 RoboArms (CNC work and Pick and place) $38,000ea (2)
1x 10ton Press (Laminating shelf) $382.72 (3)
1x CNC Vertical Mill (Milling Shelf) $8,189.26 (4)
3x Computers for staff $2000 ea
Bench saw $300 (5)
Budget of $2000 for other workshop tools

1.http://www.bayleys.co.nz/Listings/Manawatu-Wanganui/Palmerston-North-City/Palmerston-North-CBD/753840
2.http://coro.etsmtl.ca/blog/?p=225
3.http://www.ebay.com/itm/DAKE-CORPORATION-972200-Manual-Hydraulic-Press-10-Tons-/321484647707
4.http://www.ebay.com/itm/DECKEL-FP4MA-CNC-VERTICAL-MILLING-MACHINE-/201187318773?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_3&hash=item2ed7b2dbf5
5.http://www.mitre10.co.nz/shop/powertools/saws/black_decker_250mm_table_saw_1700_watt_192635/
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Marketing
Marketing for Capsule Computer Ltd would be started first through
a kickstarter campaign aimed to fund the first six months of
development and setup before the first run of product. This will
then be advertised through youtube advertisments and facebook
pages. Members of the team will also travel to the CES
international technology trade show to demonstrate the concept
project and hopefully generate interest and funding.
The kickstarter campaign would ask for $250,000 to cover setup
costs and wages for six months. Ideally the kickstarter would
exceed expectations and additional capital earned would allow
more staff to be employed. Advertisiments will continue to be run
through google adwords subscription service. Google adwords
works by only charging when users actually click on an ad and a
limit of spending can be set.(Google, 2014). The campaign would
start at $40 a day.
Website Costs are $200 a year
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Action Plan
Action Plan 2015
Capsule Computers Ltd is reliant on kickstarter funs to get off
the ground, so it is imperetive that the campaign begins before
the begining of 2015. Once the goal is reached the money can
be used to start building the business through the begining of
2015. January to June 2015 will be a setup and R&D stage in
which the contracts are worked out between the company and
suppliers. This period will also be the time where engineers
employed at the company work on the PCB design so that it is
ready for manufacturing starting August 2015.
By August 2015, manufacturing of components will have
started and orders will be able to be taken and completed.
From this point on it is case of keeping up with demand and
generating as much interest in the company as possible.
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Pre 2015
- Start kickstarter campaign in advance
2015 Jan-Jun
- Use kickstarter funds to lease property
- Use kickstarter funds to purchase equipment
- Use kickstarter funds to employ staff
- Use kickstarter funds to start adds and website
- Discuss legal issues with suppliers
- Attend CES
- Develop PCB and heatsink designs for
manufacture
2015 Jul-Dec
- Start manufacturing product
- Commence contract with suppliers
- Start selling product

Forecast
Receive Kickstarter funds January 1st
Projected goal of 5000 units sold in 2 years, Approx 200 units a month
Assuming total cost of Injection moulds is $60,000 and $5 average material cost per part ($150 per computer)
Assuming total cost of metal work is $50 per computer
Approx cost of $625 per unit in hardware and material (excluding injection molding and metal work)
Approx total cost of unit is $830 per unit
Units Sold at avg cost of $2000 per unit
This table illustrates an initial high due to anticipation and orders generated by Kickstarter, then a low that recovers around Christmas

All in NZD
Receipts
Sales revenue
Payments
Equipment
Supplies
Operating Costs
Total
Bank Balance
Start of month
Add receipts
Subtract payments
End of month

January

Febuary

March

April

May

June

July

0

0

0

0

0

0

350

0

0

0

0

0

0

152871.98
1000
30917.83
184789.81

0
1000
30917.83
31917.83

0
1000
30917.83
31917.83

0
1000
30917.83
31917.83

0
1000
30917.83
31917.83

250000
0

65210.19
0

33292.36
0

1374.53
0

-30543.30
0

August

September October

280

700000

560000

0
1000
30917.83
31917.83

0
290500
30917.83
321417.83

0
232400
30917.83
263317.83

-62461.13
0

-94378.96
700000

184789.81

31917.83

31917.83

31917.83

31917.83

31917.83

321417.83

284203.21
560000
263317.83

65210.19

33292.36

1374.53

-30543.30

-62461.13

-94378.96

284203.21

580885.38
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200
400000

0
166000
30917.83
196917.83

150

November December
145

200

300000

290000

400000

0
124500
30917.83
155417.83

0
120350
30917.83
151267.83

0
166000
30917.83
196917.83

580885.38
400000

783967.55 928549.72
300000
290000

196917.83
783967.55

155417.83 151267.83
928549.72 1067281.89

1067281.89
400000
196917.83
1270364.06

Conclusion
Throughout this business plan it has become aparent, especially in
the forcasting, that to undertake the manufacturing and distributing of
domestic computers comes with massive start up costs even when
starting with a small team. The moderate amount requested through
kickstarter and optimitic timeframe and budgeting still leave the
company in serious financial trouble within the first few months.
Though out sourcing the manufacturing of circuit boards to
companies such as Intel ‘may’ reduce initial costs, the massive task
of trying to create new computer hardware seems too much for a new
business.
Many of the costs outined in this plan are estimations and would
evolve over time as negotations progressed with suppliers. Some
costs such as packaging and legal costs for technologies are
unknown and are not included in the plan. It would make little
difference to the plan if they where able to be calculated as the
business is presently not viable anyway. Financially the entire
enterprise rests on the kickstarter funding to get it off the ground.
It is for these reasons that I would look to sell my idea onto an
existing company whom already have the infrastructure and
manufacturing capability to make this product a reality.
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